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“Crichton’s ultimate adventure.”—San Francisco Chronicle “Pirates Latitudes has the loot: Gore,
sex, action….A lusty, rollicking 17th century adventure.”—USA Today “Riveting….Great
entertainment….The pages and minutes fly by.”—Cleveland Plain Dealer #1 New York Times
bestselling author, the incomparable Michael Crichton (“One of the great storytellers of our age”
—Newsday) takes to the high Caribbean seas for an irresistible adventure of swashbuckling
pirates, lost treasure, sword fights, duplicity, and hair-breadth escapes in the New World.

From the Back CoverThe Caribbean, 1665. Port Royal, Jamaica is a cutthroat town of taverns,
grog shops, and bawdy houses. For Captain Charles Hunter, there’s a living to be made, and
gold in Spanish hands is gold for the taking.Word in port is that the galleon El Trinidad is awaiting
repairs in a nearby, heavily fortified, harbor. Hunter assembles a crew of ruffians to infiltrate the
enemy island and commandeer El Trinidad, along with its fortune in gold. The raid is as perilous
as the bloodiest tales of island legend and Hunter will lose more than one man before he even
sets foot on foreign shores, where dense jungle and the firepower of Spanish infantry stand
between him and the treasure . . .With all the suspense that readers have come to expect from
one of the best-loved authors of all time, Pirate Latitudes is an irresistible adventure of
swashbuckling pirates in the New World, a classic story of treasure and betrayal.About the
AuthorMichael Crichton (1942-2008) was the author of the bestselling novels The Terminal
Man, The Great Train Robbery, Jurassic Park, Sphere, Disclosure, Prey, State of Fear, Next
and Dragon Teeth, among many others. His books have sold more than 200 million copies
worldwide, have been translated into forty languages, and have provided the basis for fifteen
feature films. He wrote and directed Westworld, The Great Train Robbery,
Runaway, Looker, Coma and created the hit television series ER. Crichton remains the only
writer to have a number one book, movie, and TV show in the same year.Daniel H. Wilson is a
Cherokee citizen and author of the New York Times bestselling Robopocalypse and its
sequel Robogenesis, as well as ten other books. He recently wrote the Earth 2: Society comic
book series for DC Comics. Wilson earned a PhD in Robotics from Carnegie Mellon University,
as well as master’s degrees in Artificial Intelligence and Robotics. He has published over a
dozen scientific papers and holds four patents. Wilson lives in Portland, Oregon.John Bedford
Lloyd's film credits include Philadelphia, The Abyss, and Crossing Delancy and he has made
numerous television appearances on shows such as Law & Order, Spin City and The Equalizer.
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Alecia, “phenomenal book. Wow,One of the best books I’ve read. I’m not usually a reader of
pirate books but this was exceptional with such attention to detail and thorough knowledge of
boats and sailing.The story was constructed much like how books were written in the 1800’s. In
that, it has old fashioned style and sets you up to feel like you’re apart of that history and life.
Still, it’s not so hard to read that you can’t follow along.Very well written and adventurous. It also
wasn’t as gruesome as I expected it to be. I highly recommend this.”

Sandra Gossett, “Excellent read!. Love Michael Crichton’s stories. They never disappoint. This
book is no different, action- packed and thrilling! I highly recommend this book.”

Robert P Gelms, “Shiver Me Timbers. Shiver Your WHAT?By Bob Gelms You know how
sometimes you get a gift you had no idea was coming? It's a gift you didn’t know you wanted.
The surprise gift turns out to be wonderful, exciting, and it gives you an enormous amount of
pleasure, you know? Well that’s what happened to the publishing world and a giant number of
readers in 2009.Michael Crichton had a literary gift far too often nonexistent in a lot of writers. He
was, first and foremost, a teller of stories. He could tell stories better than almost anyone. It’s
almost like you didn’t read his books, he was in the room telling you the story. He had a limitless
imagination. Crichton was the only creative artist to have a #1 TV show, ER (he created it), a #1
movie, Jurassic Park, and a #1 book, Disclosure, all at the same time. Michael Crichton passed
away in 2008. One of his assistants was organizing the papers in Mr. Crichton’s office. When he
opened the computer that Crichton used to compose his books he found the surprise gift. There
was a completely finished novel that he never talked about and also a partially finished book
saved on the computer. The finished book was Pirate Latitudes. It was published in 2009 and
sped up the charts. Steven Spielberg secured the film rights and intends to make a movie based
on the book. I have read almost everything Michael Crichton has written but never this one.
There it was in the bargain bin for a $1.00. That was my surprise gift. I took it home and didn’t put
it down for two days. Even forgot to eat lunch on the second day, LOL. I absolutely loved it. This
is something of an historical novel. The main plot actually happened and the main character,
Captain Charles Hunter, is more or less based on the famous pirate Henry Morgan. Captain
Hunter is hired by the Governor of Jamaica to plunder a Spanish galleon laden with gold and
silver stolen from the inhabitants of South and Central America.Hunter was a privateer not a
pirate. (They convinced themselves there was a difference.) Privateers, like some pirates, were
incredibly democratic in how they conducted business. The whole crew shared in the plunder
according to his station on the ship so if it was a great haul, everyone got rich. The Captain ruled
by election. If the crew wanted another Captain they were given the right to vote on whomever
they wanted in the job. Hunter provisioned his ship in the pirate city of Port Royal, Jamaica.
That’s where he got the very colorful crew as well. They were to make way to the Spanish island



fortress of Matanceros. It was a Spanish stronghold in the Caribbean, very well defended with
huge guns lording over the bay and hundreds of well-trained soldiers. The city was built at the
end of the bay with its back to a very large hill. The back of the hill, the other side of the island,
was impregnable. It was a sheer vertical cliff. The galleon was anchored in the bay. The problem
was how to get the gold from a place that was unassailable. This is where the story turns into
something like thieves robbing a bank in the guise of a pirate story. It’s a caper and you won’t find
anything like Captain Jack Sparrow here. This isn’t your kids’ Pirates of the Caribbean. These
pirates are violent killers, full of lust, probably sociopaths, cunning and very, very dangerous.
How Captain Hunter solves the problem of separating the gold from the Spanish ship is
ingenious. It comes out in the story that his parents brought him to American as part of the
Massachusetts Bay Colony. They were pretty well off so they sent him to a new school in Boston,
Harvard. There he was taught critical thinking and problem solving using logic learned from
Greek writers. He puts all of this to good use. They set sail. The adventure begins and it’s
splendid. They bump into many obstacles, not the least of which is being captured by a Spanish
war ship commanded by Hunter’s nemesis who is also commander of the fort at Matanceros.
That’s when everything becomes very personal for both men. As the Brits say, this is a ripping
yarn. I’m sad that Michael Crichton is not with us because Captain Hunter could sure use a
sequel. Pirate Latitudes does feel a bit rushed at the end and I think that Mr. Crichton probably
would have done another polishing draft but this is a mighty entertaining saga and more than
worth the price of admission.”

James R. Holland, “Crichton's Latest Reads Like It May Have Been His First Novel. This
reviewer is a giant Michael Crichton fan and was delighted to learn that this complete novel
manuscript was discovered in his files after his death in 2008. I had feared that Crichton's unique
writing style and outlook had been forever silenced. Alas, this swashbuckling adventure only
provides glimpses of the story telling brilliance so many fans had come to love about a Michael
Crichton book. Almost immediately it seemed to me that the magic was missing. The book is
filled with dozens of clichés tied together with rough cliffhanger knots. The characters are mostly
cartoon-like and not very believable. Captain Charles Hunter, a Harvard educated privateer from
the Massachusetts Bay Colony, the main character isn't even fully developed and not very
endearing. It's tough when the reader doesn't really like the main character enough to want to
see him survive. There's no love interest in the novel either. There was not a single scene in the
adventure story that this reviewer had not seen portrayed in at least two or three pirate movies
over the years.By the mid-point in the book this reviewer was certain that this book must have
been written years ago and may have actually predated The Andromeda Strain? After the author
found his style and rapidly became a best-selling author and film director, he must have realized
that this pirate tale wasn't up to snuff. That's why it was still sitting, unpublished in his files after
his death. So much for speculation because that's all this theory is, but the book was
disappointing, at least for a fan expecting the typical Michael Crichton novel.It's a typical pirate,



privateer story set in Port Royal, Jamaica in 1665 when the Spanish ruled most of the Caribbean
and regularly sent fleets of galleons loaded with silver and gold and other treasures stolen from
the New World back to Spain. Stealing this gold was the chief form of commerce of Port Royal.
Crichton does paint a pretty good portrait of the politics used to justify this not officially
sanctioned, but tolerated with a wink and a share by the English authorities activity. There is little
humor in the book other than tidbits such as the Spanish Mint in Lima was diluting the quality of
its silver bars with a useless metal known as platinum. The privateers were disappointed that
has much as half the weight of each captured silver bar was comprised of the worthless
platinum.There are a few examples of the author's medical expertise showing up in the action
novel such as the description of the execution of an unlucky pirate by hanging and some of the
wounds inflicted upon warring parties and even some ingenious solutions to a couple of battle
problems based on Captain Hunter's classical Harvard education. Over-all the book wasn't as
satisfying as a grog of the "kill devil" that most of the residents of Port Royal seemed to be drunk
from imbibing. Too much of the plot involved unbelievable luck that delivered the hero and his
motley crew from one disaster after another. Obviously its helpful for an action character to be
lucky, but nobody is as lucky as Captain Hunter. It would have taken a lifeboat full of good luck
charms and three round-the-clock shifts of guardian angles to keep this Hunter whole. Even
much of the action and fighting was superficial. Characters were constantly killed matter-of-factly
just to clear the stage for the next scene. Many deaths of major characters were anti-climatic.
Even the krakens were a let down. I'm glad I read this tome, but it's not a typical Crichton
experience. Although I must admit it was nice to learn the old-time sailor's trick for determining
the location of an approaching hurricane's eye. The sailor stands with the storm's wind blowing
directly on his back and his arms extended outright like the arms of a cross. The eye of the
hurricane will be located exactly...oh, I probably shouldn't reveal that ancient mariner's of the
western hemisphere's secret, so you'll have to read the book to find out that interesting bit of sea
lore. Also it's always helpful to know how to make a slow burning black gunpowder fuse using
the intestines of freshly killed rats or other small animals. There is a lot of such information in this
Crichton pirate, ah, privateer adventure. One country's pirate is another nation's freedom fighting
privateer.”

Holly "Ragdoll Reads" Hodson, “A fun read, but not his best.. What I liked…I freely admit that
anything to do with pirates is likely to land more favourably with me than most other themes - I
really love pirates. The book didn't disappoint in that regard. Crichton adds lots of little details,
such as pirate superstitions, codes and rules and explanations about how a ship was organised
and run - this really helps flesh out the world and make it interesting and engaging. It's not so
heavy on details that it would be boring for people who weren't that interested, but it has enough
to keep pirate fans happy.I liked the plot for the most part. The daring raid, the sea battles and
the political machinations of Hacklett all mixed together to make an exciting narrative. I was
really hooked into the story within a few chapters, and my interest was maintained the whole way



through.I like the fact that Crichton has written his pirate world with a leaning towards reality. The
pirates are presented in all their ugly glory - violent, scheming and often unpleasant. That said,
the characters are not so made to be so abhorrent that you find yourself unable to root for them
entirely.There is some diversity among the characters which is probably closer to the reality of a
pirate crew than the usual white-washed crews we are usually exposed to. This is both a
strength and a significant issue, but more on that in a minute.What I disliked…I struggled to give
this book a rating at first - and I admit I'm still not 100% sure I got it right. 3.5 buttons seems to
suggest the book was terrible, which it most definitely wasn't. It did, however, have a few things
that really got to me and ultimately caused me to slash the rating quite drastically.Trigger
Warning - R*pe mention, racist contentAs I said above, the pirates in this book are not presented
as the dashing heroes we often find in movies - they are unpleasant and at least fairly close to
what you would expect form actually pirates. In fact it's not just the pirates - everyone in this book
is pretty unpleasant. As such, it's not hugely surprising that pirates (and anybody else
apparently) might not be above a bit of rape. You definitely could write a pirate story where
nobody gets raped, but that probably wouldn't be considered 'gritty' enough.The rape thing,
which to my best recollection comes up three, maybe four times is unpleasant and seems
unnecessary - even if it is realistic. That said, I'm no stranger to unpleasant material in books
and it wouldn't kick a whole button and a half of the rating on its own. No, the real kicker in this
was the fact that for reasons known only to himself, Crichton went to great pains to point out that
the most raped person in the book is a child of 14 or 15. What's worse is the fact that he
presents it as totally consensual...and I know, 'sign of the times' and all that but there was
literally no reason what-so-ever for his to keep mentioning that this girl was a child. The
characters acknowledge she is a child, and even call her a child. It's super skeevy and massively
unpleasant to read. I'm not trying to suggest that the rape of an adult is somehow better or more
acceptable, but I can't think of a way to end this sentence.Moving away from that and onto some
of the characters. I said earlier that the crew had some diversity. I also said this was a problem.
There are two characters I have in mind specifically.Don Diego a.k.a. Black Eye a.k.a. the
JewBassa a.k.a. The MoorDon Diego, got his nickname for being Jewish. Bassa, we are told,
somehow ended up with the nickname, despite "not beeing Moorish" (I believe the book says he
is Nubian, but don't quote me on it), and nobody knows how he ended up with it - well it's
obvious how he got it, someone saw a black man and called him a Moor.Thing is, I understand
why he mentions the nicknames - they might be unpleasant but it does flesh out the characters
slightly and it's believable. Unnecessary, but believable. This was made more annoying in the
epilogue by suggesting that the characters were real people - which would have explained why
you would mention these nicknames in the first place, but it turns out they are all fiction.A big
problem is the fact that despite giving these characters actual human names, he keeps referring
to them by these racial epithets. It's not even when the characters speak. The characters called
Don Diego Don Diego. Crichton as narrator calls him 'the Jew'. It is massively jarring because
there doesn't seem to be any reason for it. Sometimes he even uses both the name and the



racial epithet at the same time - it's just mindless. So points lost for that.Triggers end.Finally,
there are a couple of appearances of the Kraken. Don't get me wrong, I like the Kraken. The
Kraken is cool. But it just seemed out of place. The book felt realistic - like real life, and I enjoyed
that. The first time it appears, you could have assumed it was a whale or something as it
appeared briefly and had 'a suspicion of tentacles' or some such. The second time it was
glowing green and attacked the ship, but it came right out of left field and through a random
element of fantasy into what had previously been a gritty, realistic pirate story. It was just
weird.Final thoughts...I liked the story. I wanted to love it.As noted above, this book was printed
posthumously and discovered as a 'complete manuscript'. Perhaps Crichton intended to work on
it some more - there are a couple of places where the transition between elements is a bit janky,
and it feels unfinished at times. That said, you can hardly blame the man for unfortunately dying
before publication so I wasn't about to dock points for it.It does seem unlikely, however, that the
issues I highlighted above would have been removed had the book been published within
Crichton's lifetime.I would recommend this book to anyone who likes gritty historical fiction. If you
don't like grit and realism to the point of fault, don't bother with it.”

Lexicon, “Not his usual serving but excellent nonetheless.. I have enjoyed most of Crichtons
books and this was not his usual genre he wrote about. However i enjoyed the action, setting
and storytelling.”

AJL C., “Good story. Keeps the pages turning. Accurate sailing details and believable historical
detail”

Christopher Bates, “Really enjoyed this, although I did get the impression that .... Really enjoyed
this, although I did get the impression that it was a work in progress - starts out very strong but
as it goes on, becomes a little less...... fleshed out.Definitely worth a read, and scratched my itch
for some high seas pirate action!”

stuart bond, “A fun read. A typical Michael Crichton romp through the Caribbean, full of action,
intruige and suspense. A good read typical of the author.”

The book by Michael Crichton has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 3,041 people have provided feedback.
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